TESTIMONIALS FROM WORKSHOPS:
“…back where I come from there are men who … have one thing you haven't got! A testimonial!”
The Wizard, from “The Wizard of Oz”

“A confident presenter who has considerable understanding of his special fields of expertise. Through his presence
and outgoing personality he has an ability to project complex ideas in an understandable way that engages his
audience in the subject. His structured approach and informal style relaxes his audience so that they listen intently
and become part of the experience.”
-

Alistair Pope, Director & PRINCE2 Trainer, Conscium International Pty Ltd

“Took a very positive approach to explaining the problems that information management poses and approaches to
identifying solutions to those problems. In his IM overview, it was very unstructured … after weeks of PowerPoint
training sessions … gauged the audience correctly and engaged them in a dialogue about the kinds of problems
our customers have and how to propose options to address them. The slides he used supported these discussions
without actually presenting each slide, which was good for the students … he judged the situation and changed it
up for the better.”
-

Kris Givens, SIS Sales University IV Manager

This segment was rated by students 3.87 out of 5, highest rated segment in 3 month curriculum

“Thank you for the excellent presentation made during the workshop at KL. The demonstration of real time
operation of the well physically situated at Indiana, US from KL was unbelievable to me at least. In fact some of our
colleagues also expressed the same view. The technology on demonstration has real applications in this part of
world as well. We do have large fields on production where we would like to implement some of these
technologies”
-

P. Sudhakaran, ONGC India

IQPC Real Time Field Management Conference, Data Management Workshop rated 5.5 out of 6
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